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Abstract
W32.Xpaj.B is one of the most complex and sophisticated file infectors
Symantec has encountered. Given this level of complexity, it was decided to conduct a deep analysis of this threat. The analysis revealed
IP addresses for the command and control (C&C) servers. These servers are used to deliver encrypted binary large objects or ’blobs’ to the
infected client. Without obtaining one of these blobs it was not possible to determine the purpose of the threat. An investigation of the
server revealed not only copies of these blobs, but details of a clickfraud operation spread over multiple computers hosted in several
countries. The server contained logs and databases of the criminal’s
activities, including a record of earnings from late September of 2010
up to June 28th of this year. The maximum earnings in a single day
were US$450, with an average of US$170 a day. Overall, the scheme
grossed approximately US$46,000. This paper gives a detailed analysis
of the infrastructure of the threat, the malware involved, a breakdown
of earnings, and information about the criminals behind the scam.

Introduction
W32.Xpaj.B1 was first observed in the wild by Symantec in October
2009. Initially not much attention was paid to it apart from developing detection and repair code as Symantec receives thousands of variants of threats every day and most have a very short life cycle; this
was just one more, albeit considerably more complicated than others. Generally, threats are created, subsequently detected by antivirus, and then die. However, W32.Xpaj.B evolved constantly, requiring
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updated detection and repair. This evolution culminated in the decision to invest time into a thorough analysis of
the threat. Why was someone putting so much effort into developing this threat? What was the ultimate goal of
the virus?
To answer these questions, engineers from Symantec Security Response performed a deep analysis of the threat.
This research led to discovery of the IP addresses of several command and control (C&C) servers stored within
the virus. W32.Xpaj.B clients would attempt to connect to these IPs and download a blob. This blob is data which
would be decrypted and executed. However, when the threat was executed, no blobs were downloaded. The C&C
servers were on, but not returning any data. Without seeing these blobs, it was not possible to determine the
purpose of the virus. It was only by accessing the server that the threat could be fully investigated.
Analysis of the server allowed the engineers to locate not only the blobs but also information about the criminal
operation behind W32.Xpaj.B. This information consisted of several PHP web applications, encryption keys, log
files, and a database. By analyzing the Web application, log files, and various scripts on the computer, it was
possible to associate servers with encryption keys. This led to a map of the complete infrastructure. Through
this map, in conjunction with a deep analysis of the blobs located on the server, the end purpose of the virus was
determined. The goal of the operation was to implement ’click-fraud’, the practice of earning money from the
clicking of advertisements purely to generate charges.
This paper gives a brief introduction to W32.Xpaj.B and pay-per-click advertising. This is followed by an in-depth
technical analysis of the complete fraud infrastructure including the downloaded blobs, Web applications, logs,
and database. Figures for the revenue earned and traffic statistics are presented. Finally, the paper concludes
with an assessment of the person or persons behind this threat.

Background
W32.Xpaj.B
W32.Xpaj.B is a virus in the classic sense, that is, it injects itself into other executables in an attempt to spread
through a computer. It is a polymorphic file infector. Each time it copies itself into an executable, it modifies its
own code in an attempt to thwart detection from antivirus software. Such file infectors are relatively common.
W32.Sality.AE and W32.Virut.CF are examples of two prominent, complex polymorphic file infectors. W32.Sality.
AE2 and W32.Virut.CF are generally well understood; W32.Sality in particular is known to be used for delivery of
other threats. W32.Xpaj.B, however, is much more complex than W32.Virut and W32.Sality. It uses a number of
additional techniques to prevent detection and remain unobserved3, two of which are discussed here.

Code mingling
Most file infectors append their malicious code to the end of a file. They then change the code entry address to
point to the malicious code at the end of the file. The original entry point is stored in the malicious code, ready to
be jumped to when the malicious code completes. When the infected executable file is run, the malicious code is
executed first and then control is handed back to the original code. It is a reliable infection technique for the attacker as it ensures the malicious code is always run. This basic approach is relatively straightforward to detect
as an antivirus scanner can scan the entry point for malicious code. If it is found, the malicious code is extracted
and the entry point reset back to the correct value, cleaning the file.
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W32.Xpaj.B adopts a more complex approach. Rather than overwrite the entry
point of an executable, it will carefully
thread itself into an executable’s subroutines as shown in figure 1. The left side of
the diagram shows a standard function call
that may be located anywhere in the executable. The right side shows W32.Xpaj.B
modifying the function to call malicious
code, storing the original code elsewhere
in the executable. By modifying functions
it becomes much more difficult for a virus
scanner to determine if the file is infected.
However, this extra care can mean that the
malicious code is not always executed. The
functions replaced may or may not be called
during normal execution of the program. It
is a technique that sacrifices reliability for
discretion.

PE structure modification

Figure 1

W32.Xpaj.B infection technique
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modify the internal file structures and risk file corruption. W32.Xpaj.B creates a space for itself in between the
internal PE structures, updating the various lookup tables to ensure the file remains consistent. The code injection is again difficult to detect. Such techniques demonstrate that the authors favor discretion over efficiency.

Pay-per-click advertising
Online advertising has evolved into a complex money making operation involving bids, auctions, keywords, affiliate programs, and targeted advertisements. The complexity of the system lends itself to fraud as has been seen
in the past with Clickbot.A4 and more modern threats, such as Win32/Tracur5 (detected by Symantec as Trojan.
Tracur). However, the basic premise is straightforward.
An online shop has a product or service that they sell. They wish to advertise this product online, so they contact
an online advertiser. This advertiser has, through previous agreements, secured advertising ’space’ on a network
of websites. The seller provides a banner ad to the advertiser, which is placed on the network of websites and
links back to the sellers shop. Anyone who clicks on this ad is then redirected to the seller. The advertiser will
charge the seller a certain amount of money for every time that their ad is displayed. If the ad is clicked, an additional amount of money is charged. The advertiser will pay part of this revenue to the owners of the network of
websites: the publishers.
This model has been extended to search term advertising. It’s the same principle, except the ads are related to
search terms used on a search engine. For example, a user searches for “handmade bike frames” on a search
engine. As well as the standard results returned, advertisements relevant to this search keyword may also be
displayed. For a seller to have their advertisement displayed they need to pay the advertiser to associate their ad
with a specific keyword. If a number of sellers wish to advertise with the same keyword, they must bid for this
keyword. That is, the seller enters an auction for that word, stating how much they are willing to spend to ef-
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fectively ’lease’ it for a certain amount of time. Certain keywords will be more common than other words and so
will cost more money. For example “bicycles” is a much more general term than “handmade bike frames” and so
would probably be more expensive.
There are several ways fraudsters attempt to scam this system. One might be for a seller to click on their competitors ads as much as possible. The competitor is then charged for the cost of these clicks, their pay-per-click
advertising budget is exhausted, and the cost of the keyword may lower.
Another common technique is to setup fake search engines. These search engines do not return search results,
but rather only return advertisements disguised as search results. When a user clicks on a result, they are directed to a seller’s site. The seller is charged and part of the money charged is then passed to the publisher. The
publisher in this instance being the fake search engine. By driving traffic to the fake search engine, the publisher/fraudster earns revenue. This fake search engine technique is the one utilized by the criminals behind W32.
Xpaj.B to defraud advertisers and sellers.

Malicious infrastructure
Analysis of the C&C server enabled the mapping of the fraud infrastructure, both hardware and malware. This
section describes the hardware identified—computers and IP addresses—and also a detailed analysis of the
malware and Web applications involved. With the infrastructure analyzed, the overall fraud process is described.

Hardware
There are a number of servers used by the criminals in their click-fraud scam. Details of the two main servers are
presented below.

megoserver
When a computer is compromised by W32.Xpaj.B, it attempts to
connect to the IP address xx.212.67.98 with a HTTP GET request.
This GET request retrieves the blob, which is then executed by
W32.Xpaj.B. The computer with the IP address of xx.212.67.98 is
located in a hosting facility. This hosting provider granted access to
the C&C server in order for us to analyze it.

Figure 2

megoserver vhosts

The server was running Linux with a HTTP server. The machine
hostname is megoserver. The computer has four IP addresses associated with it. Each of these IP addresses is mapped, using virtual
hosts, to a particular folder in the Web directory. Figure 2 shows
the IP to folder mappings. Each of these folders contains PHP Web
applications, which will be described in the following sections.
In addition to the Web applications there are a number of maintenance scripts on the servers. These scripts are called periodically from a crontab (a UNIX mechanism for executing scripts at a
regular time interval). The scripts take any log files that the Web
applications produce and copy them using SCP onto several other
servers. Two of the servers were no longer in use. The most recent
logs on them were dated June 2010. The remaining server was
still in active use by the criminals. The server had a hostname of
’stargate’.
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stargate
The stargate computer was configured almost identically to
megoserver with a number of IP addresses mapped to several
folders in the Web directory. Figure 3 shows the stargate IP
to folder mappings. Both servers shared ct, dw, and as directories. The test directory on megoserver is not present on
stargate.

Figure 3

stargate vhosts

stargate also had a MySQL server installed with two databases
on it. Both of these databases were dumped and examined.
They contained details of the revenue earned by the criminals
behind the fraud.
The next part of the puzzle is the blobs that are downloaded
by W32.Xpaj.B. The following section describes the blobs and
additional malware that is downloaded.

Malware
From figure 2, we can see that the HTTP Get request sent by
W32.Xpaj.B to xx.212.67.98 is mapped to the test Web application. This is a PHP script which parses the HTTP Get requests and returns an encrypted DLL as shown in
figure 4. This DLL, called mitra.dll, is located in the test directory. The infected client receives the encrypted DLL,
decrypts it, and executes it.
Figure 4

HTTP request from Xpaj to megoserver

mitra.dll
When executed, the DLL does some initial checks on the local computer and based on those checks decides
whether to exit or continue. If the local hostname contains one of the following strings, it will exit:
• .mil
• .gov
• int
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Similarly, if the locale is configured for one of the following languages, it will also exit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uzbekistan
Belarus
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyztan
Russia
Ukraine
Tatar

The military/government checks prevent the threat from attracting any undue attention. Checking the country
locale also may be an effort to avoid attracting the attention of law enforcement. This would imply that the criminals are located in one of the countries listed above. Additional evidence to support this assumption is discussed
in the conclusion.
If these checks are passed, the DLL installs itself in the Run key, then injects itself into a Web browser; either Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, or Opera. Injection into a browser allows the threat to make outbound connections bypassing any locally installed firewalls. The DLL sends regular POST connections to a specific server. The
POST data include a GUID value which is unique to each compromised computer. In response to the HTTP POST,
the DLL can receive a URL of additional components to download and run as either executables or DLLs. These
download URLs are also accessed with a HTTP POST request. The specific server used in the samples analyzed
is xxxkrab.com, which resolves to xx.211.108.175, which in turn, as seen in figure 3, is redirected to the ct Web
application on stargate.

ct Web application
The posted data from mitra.dll is encrypted with a randomly generated key by the DLL. The key is then included
in the data sent allowing the payload to be decrypted. The PHP script in the ct application decrypts the request,
extracting several fields, including the GUID value, and also extracts the IP to where the request is sent.
If the IP is 71.62.31.84 or in the range of 74.125.*.* (Google), then the connection is refused. The geographic
location of the IP is obtained from a local GEO IP database. The request is marked as trusted or rejected based
on the country location. If the source country is one of the following, the request is marked as trusted:
•
•
•
•
•

United States
United Kingdom
Canada
Australia
Colombia

If the connection is trusted, the ct application then returns a value of xx.211.108.176 to mitra.dll. The ct web application will also log the GUID value to a file on stargate. As described previously, when mitra.dll receives a URL
in response to the HTTP POST request, it downloads a file from this URL and executes it. The return URL, http://
xx.211.108.176, as shown in figure 3, resolves to the dw application on stargate.

dw Web application
This application also processes HTTP Post requests. The request is decrypted, using the same decryption
technique as in ct. Among other data, the GUID value is extracted from this HTTP POST request. The application
checks that the GUID value is in the locate file, which was written to by the ct Web application. If it is, then a DLL
in the local directory, indra.dll, is encrypted and returned to mitra.dll where it is subsequently executed. The use
of the GUID value is presumably a technique to prevent antivirus researchers from connecting directly to the dw
Web application in order to download copies of the indra.dll file.
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The complete process of getting indra.dll onto a computer compromised by W32.Xpaj.B is shown in figure 5.
indra.dll is the main component of the click-fraud activity.
Figure 5

Requests from mitra.dll to stargate

indra.dll
This DLL is very similar to mitra.dll, but it has added the functionality to sniff URLs for search parameters sent
to search engines. The DLL installs hooks into Opera, Chrome, Firefox, and Internet Explorer. The installed hooks
intercept the send and recv functions. The hook will process all URLs accessed by the browser and look for queries to particular search engines. These engines are:
• Google
• Yahoo
• Bing/MSN/Live

If such queries are found the search term is extracted. The recv hooks will then hijack any clicks on the results
returned by the search query. It will instead return a HTTP “302” code (FOUND status code: The requested
resource resides temporarily under a different URI), so that the user is redirected to some other link. The DLL
also has a thread that periodically issues a POST to the home server, kdjfigoreu.com, sending (in an encrypted
communication) the data that was sniffed. The POST is sent to the “update/” path in the URL.
indra.dll effectively serves as a proxy under the control of the attacker. Outbound connections are monitored
and then based on the contents of the connection, the attacker returns a URL to connect to. The URL that
intercepted search terms are POSTed to, kxxxgoreu.com, resolves to xx.211.108.177, one of the IPs on stargate.
Figure 3 shows that this IP maps to the as7 Web application.
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as7 Web application

Figure 6

Click fraud process: Stage 1

The various pieces to implement the click-fraud
are now in place on the client. The server side code
is implemented in the as7 application. The overall
process is somewhat complex so has been broken
up into a total of 12 steps in three stages shown in
figures 6, 7 and 8.
Step 1 is for the client to enter a search query into
a search engine. This query is passed to the search
engine and the results returned to the client (steps
2, 3 and 4). When the client clicks on a link, this is
intercepted by indra.dll, which is step 5. The original
search term is sent in a POST request from the client
side indra.dll to ssearch.php in the as7 application
hosted on stargate. Stage 2 of the scheme begins.

The as7 PHP script parses the POST request from
the DLL client. If the request comes from an IP in the
range of 74.125.*.*, a 404 (page not found) message
is returned. Otherwise, the intercepted search term
is decrypted and extracted. The search term is then
submitted in step 7 to a number of pay-per-click advertising websites. These websites each return a set
of data. The following is an example of one of these sets of data:
<record>
<title><![CDATA[ Find antivirus download ]]></title>
<description><![CDATA[ Stop searchi[..] Find it here! ]]></description>
<url><![CDATA[ www.askxxxxew.net ]]></url>
<bid >0.0886</bid>
<clickurl><![CDATA[ http://xx.169.92.52/click.php?c=e[..] ]]></clickurl>
</record>
The bid value is the amount of money that a
click of the provided clickurl will earn. ssearch.
php chooses the record with the second highest bid value and stores this record locally. A
reference value is generated that indexes this
record. The interaction between the criminals
and the advertisers is complete and the scheme
moves into stage 3. Two URLs are then returned
to the compromised computer; this is step 9. An
example of these URLs is shown in below:

Figure 7

Click fraud process: Stage 2

1. http://megaxxxxarch4you.com/sysw/?l=[..]
e&q=antivirus%2Bdownload
2. http://megaxxxxarch4you.com/
gsysw/?q=antivirus%2Bdownload
The Web browser is redirected to the first URL
using the 302 redirect as described in the section on indra.dll. This URL, megasxxxxarch4you.
com resolves to xx.211.108.177, stargate. The
sysw folder in the URL is redirected to another
script in the as7 folder. The second URL is set as
the HTTP Referrer value.
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Figure 8

Click fraud process: Stage 3

The receiving script extracts the l= value shown in the first URL at the top of the page. This is the reference value
that allows the Web application to associate the incoming request with the click URL chosen from the list of
advertisers. The application then returns another 302 redirect message to the client, step 11, this one leading to
the click URL. At this point the client browser is redirected to the click URL, step 12. The advertiser records the
click and credits the account of the referring URL; that is megasxxxxarch4you.com.
From the user’s perspective, they have entered a search term, clicked on an innocuous looking result, and been
forwarded to a seller website that may or may not have any relation to the search term entered. From an advertiser’s perspective, they have recieved a click on an advertisement from a user. If the advertiser wishes to verify
that the click is valid, the advertiser can connect to the referrer page the user passes.
This referrer value sited in the URLs on the previous page returns to a gsysw folder on stargate. This is mapped
to a script that generates a dynamic page displaying what appears to be a search engine result. One of the results will be a link to the advertisement click URL. It appears to be a valid site and a valid click. The attacker has
successfully defrauded the advertiser: the user assumes the result is a link from the original search engine.

Earnings
Every time a search term is intercepted and a bid value obtained from the advertiser, the as7 Web application logged this data to a file. Several scripts run periodically that process these log files and input them into a
database on the stargate computer. Examining this database gives a history of the click-fraud and associated
revenue.
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Figure 9 shows the total number of searches and clicks per day from September 27, 2010 until June 27, 2011.
The average number of searches per day is 241,717 and the average number of clicks per day is 31,177. The
searches and clicks are decreasing over time.
Figure 9

Number of clicks and searches over time

Figure 10 shows earnings over time in US dollars. Earnings range from a peak of approximately $450 to a low
of $43. Average earnings are $169 per day and the total from September 27, 2010 to June 27, 2011 is $46,404.
Earnings are also constantly decreasing from March, 2011 as one would expect from examining figure 9. In
order to determine exactly why earnings have dropped off so much, it’s useful to look at the number of searches,
clicks, and compromised computers. Given the range of differences in absolute values for the data in figure 9, it’s
more useful to examine the ratio of searches to clicks in figure 11.
Figure 10

Earnings over time per day in USD

Figure 11

Ratio of searches to clicks over time
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The ratio of clicks to searches, that is, the number of clicks made per search is dropping in a constant manner.
This means that users are not clicking as much on links from the results of searches. Figure 12 shows the number of unique connections per day. This is also dropping constantly from a high of approximately 25,000 a day,
down to 3,000 a day. The combination of the low numbers and decreasing probability of links being clicked is the
reason for the drop-off in earnings. The reduction in connecting clients is most likely due to antivirus effectively
detecting the threat.
Figure 12

Number of unique connections per day

Conclusion
The threat and associated infrastructure, in relative terms, are not complicated. The scheme involving referrer values and redirects in an effort to avoid fraud detection is complex, but the technology used is quite basic.
There are several versions of the Web applications on the servers and while the code is growing more sophisticated, it is still very basic. It was only the most recent iteration that utilized an SQL server and even that is done
in a primitive manner. The database is effectively used as a flat file format, with no normalization of the schema
or database optimization. This simplicity is in stark contrast with the complexity of W32.Xpaj.B, the initial reason
for this research.
This may imply that the operators of this fraud are not the creators of W32.Xpaj.B, but rather obtained a copy
and are using it to spread their own malware. The copy may have been purchased, or at least obtained cooperatively, as the Web applications utilize the correct encryption to interact with W32.Xpaj.B requests. The W32.
Xpaj.B samples also have the C&C IP addresses hardcoded. Whilst it is possible for a reverse engineer to obtain
the encryption information and also modify the binaries, the simplicity of the server side code suggests that the
attackers do not have this level of skill.
As described in the infrastructure section, several scripts were found that copied log files onto additional servers. One of these other computers no longer functioned as part of the click-fraud but rather as a general purpose
computer for the criminals. The server was running VOIP, IRC, and VPN servers. Examining the logs for the IRC
server identified three users. Their pseudonyms were ’Sanya’, ’Nya’, and ’Tark’. All three were consistently connecting into the IRC server from IPs in Kiev, Ukraine. The user name ’Sanya’ was also mentioned several times in
the Web application code. The locale check in the code for several eastern European countries is probably done
to avoid prosecution from law enforcement in those countries.
The earnings logged are for 9 months of the year. The average amount per day is $170. If this is extended to a
years earnings, it comes to $62,000, tax free. That is a decent earning from what amounts to basic programming
skills. It demonstrates that the barrier of entry to criminal fraud on the Internet is low.
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